Summer Session Teaching
Revenue Distribution

Summer session teaching revenue is distributed to Kummer College at a rate per student credit hour (SCH) that is determined by the University each year. Revenue will be further distributed at the same rate to the Kummer College departments based on the home department of the course instructor. Exceptions include instructors paid summer teaching salary by a department other than their home department.

Revenue for undergraduate and graduate research SCH is distributed to the college at 50% of the rate per SCH determined by campus each year. Research SCH will be retained at the college, and at the Dean's discretion, is intended to assist with unmet supplemental core instruction needs during the academic year. Examples of research SCH are 4099 and 6099.

If expenditures for summer teaching exceed the total revenue distribution, the department will be responsible for the remaining portion of expenses.

**EFFECTIVE DATE:** October 12, 2022

**RESPONSIBILITY:** Vice Provost and Dean
College Financial Manager

Susan Murray
Acting Vice Provost and Dean